
 

ICT Long-Term Transmission Issues Working Group 

Summary of Current Activities  

 

1.  In the process of determining if WOTAB should be considered to be a Load Pocket for planning 

criteria, ICT will review how WOTAB is being modeled in current studies compared to how it is 

modeled in studies for the WPP, AFC analysis and the Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) study. 

2.  ICT will research the issues involved with adding a section to the System Impact Study covering a 

“baked-in” analysis using Base Plan upgrades verses the current practice of performing an “after-the-

fact” solutions check. This analysis will allow a better determination of the influence of future 

construction projects on TSR’s. 

3.  ICT will seek volunteers to form a task force to discuss recommendations for improvement with the 

System Impact Study process and System Impact Study Report (SISR). These actions should bring 

additional information and detail into the SISR and provide more clarification to the stakeholders on the 

SIS process. 

4.  ICT will review procedures governing the use of the customer provided generation dispatch in System 

Impact Studies. The goal is for the stakeholders to have more control in the dispatchment of their 

generation units. 

5. Base Case Contingency Overload will continue to be reviewed to insure a stakeholder does not have 

the mitigation cost of a BCCO outside the three year window. 

6. A Modeling Assumption Document, which helps the stakeholders understand how the models have 

been constructed, was developed by the ICT but was not posted since the document was tailored to 

the revised Attachment D, which has not been accepted by FERC.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ICT Near Term Transmission Issues Working Group 

Summary of Current Activities 

 

1.  Continued in-depth review of the AFC/ATC process with input and discussion with Entergy and 

Stakeholders.  This quantitative and independent analysis of ATC/AFC process will continue to correct 

errors in calculations and improve the quality of Transmission Service. 

2.  Continued ongoing review of Entergy's Congestion Management Process (CMP) to determine if all the 

Non-Firm transactions are being curtailed; not just the tagged transactions. The actions by the ICT in 

this area provide a positive reliability and economic impact by assuring the proper service is provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Weekly Procurement Process Issues Working Group 

Summary of Current Activities 

 

1.  Continue work on the QF Put Modeling proposal to refine WPP commitment and dispatch decisions  ...  

relative to real time expectations. This should increase the accuracy of transmission model flows, 

reduce the PNC flexibility requirement, and improve the WPP SCUC model’s unit commitment and 

dispatch. 

2.  The original WPP Offer Period was restricted to a 16 hour window. The ICT continues to work on 

methods to lengthen the offer window to provide the stakeholders more opportunities for offers. 

3.  The ICT will continue to gather and publish the WPP Summary of Results, which gives the 

stakeholders a view of the numbers of offers submitted and accepted on a weekly basis.   


